WAC 480-80-122 Tariff changes with less than statutory notice.

(1) The commission may allow tariff changes to become effective with less than the statutory notice (LSN) period specified in WAC 480-80-121(1) when the utility provides good cause. A utility filing for LSN treatment may use an LSN form provided by the commission, or may submit a letter that includes the following:

(a) Utility information:
(i) Name and address of utility;
(ii) Telephone number, email address, and fax number; and
(iii) Name of contact person for the filing.

(b) Tariff identification information:
(i) Number of the tariff being amended;
(ii) Title of the tariff item(s) being amended, if applicable; and
(iii) Number of the tariff sheet being amended.

(c) Concise description of the changes being proposed;

(d) Reason(s) for requesting LSN handling;

(e) Effective date requested; and

(f) If the utility does not include an authorizing signature on the tariff sheets, a statement certifying that the submitting person has authority to issue tariff changes on behalf of the utility.

(2) A utility requesting LSN must file tariff sheets with an effective date that reflects the required statutory notice period.

(3) If the LSN request is granted, the commission will issue an order directing that the tariff sheets be revised to reflect the authorized LSN effective date.